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	AI
	
		
			AI
	NVIDIA GTC kicks off with announcement of new Blackwell GPUs for AI usesMarch 18, 2024


	Clarifai creates new alliance for AI developers and organizationsMarch 14, 2024


	EU passes AI Act, a comprehensive risk-based approach to AI regulationMarch 13, 2024


	Copado releases new automated testing solution for Salesforce usersMarch 6, 2024


	Data integration and alignment will dictate generative AI’s impact on digital transformationMarch 6, 2024








	
			AI and Software Development
			AI, or artificial intelligence, is technology that attempts to simulate human cognitive function. AI has made its way into the software development space in a number of ways. Visit the AI article list to expand your AI knowledge.

Learn More



		









	DevOps
	Observability
		
			
				Observability
	What AI can and can’t do for your observability practiceDecember 22, 2023


	3 Myths About Observability — And Why They’re Holding Back Your TeamsNovember 14, 2023


	Apica Acquires Data Fabric Innovator LOGIQ.AI and Raises $10M in New Funding to Modernize Data ManagementAugust 16, 2023


	Grafana Labs launches new observability solution for monitoring the end user experienceJuly 20, 2023


	Harness announces new feature to proactively identify errorsMay 10, 2023








	
				Guide to Observability
			Observability is a way for development teams in an organization to view their program state. Failing to provide developers with insight into their tools and processes could lead to unaddressed bugs and even system failures. Read about the latest observability content here

Learn More



		









	CI/CD
		
			
				CI/CD
	CircleCI enables automated rollbacks in latest offering: CircleCI releasesMarch 14, 2024


	Codefresh releases new dashboard that provides more details on software development life cycleOctober 30, 2023


	OpsMx’ Deployment Firewall moves security into CI/CD pipelineOctober 23, 2023


	Copado Launches the Copado 1 Platform, the First Turnkey End-to-End DevOps Solution for Enterprise SaaSSeptember 12, 2023


	Palo Alto Networks announces CI/CD security featuresJuly 31, 2023








	
				A guide to CI/CD
			In the past, the CI/CD pipeline was simply a place to integrate code. Developers would write their code in GitHub, pass it through the pipeline, and then deploy it. The pipeline has become a much more critical piece of the software delivery lifecycle today.

Learn More



		









	Cloud Native
		
			
				Cloud Native
	Navigating Kubernetes: The common mistake newcomers makeMarch 8, 2024


	Red Hat releases Red Hat Device Edge, OpenShift 4.14, and donates new Backstage plugins to open-source communityNovember 6, 2023


	Crossplane 1.14 released with platform engineering in mindNovember 1, 2023


	Lightbend introduces new version of Akka designed for seamless integration between cloud and edge deploymentsOctober 31, 2023


	Rancher Labs and k3s creators launch new project, Acorn, for developing in cloud sandboxesOctober 25, 2023








	
				Cloud Native Content
			Modern cloud-native applications, often leverage microservices, containers, APIs, infrastructure-as-code and more to enable speed in app development and deployment

Learn More



		









	Data
		
			
				Data
	Redpanda launches serverless offering for its streaming data platformMarch 19, 2024


	Google Safe Browsing now performs real-time checks in privacy-preserving mannerMarch 15, 2024


	SD Times Open-Source Project of the Week: OpenHouseMarch 8, 2024


	Data integration and alignment will dictate generative AI’s impact on digital transformationMarch 6, 2024


	Ibis 8.0 lets data teams write code once across different enginesFebruary 12, 2024








	
				A Guide to Data
			Sponsored By:

Always On, Always Fast

Deploy Distributed PostgreSQL in just 90 Seconds

Learn More







		












	Test
	Test
		
			
				Test
	Google updates Search algorithm to help reduce spam and low-quality contentMarch 8, 2024


	Creatio shifts to composable architecture for its no-code platformSeptember 20, 2023


	Slack AI, Slack Lists, and new automation capabilities releasedSeptember 7, 2023


	The post-modern data stack: Why all roads lead to automationSeptember 5, 2023


	The human side of automation: Reclaiming work-life balanceAugust 10, 2023








	
				Automation
			Are TuringBots Up for the AI Autonomous Testing Challenge?

Join Forrester’s Diego Lo Guidice to learn about the transformative power of AI in the software development lifecycle

Dec 6th at 10am CST

 

Register Here



		









	Mobile
		
			
				Mobile
	Report: How mobile testing strategies are embracing AIMarch 19, 2024


	JetBrains releases Kotlin Multiplatform stable versionNovember 1, 2023


	Tricentis Delivers Unified, End-to-End Mobile Testing Solution–Tricentis MobileOctober 4, 2023


	Flutter 3.13 released with Impeller improvements and API for foldablesAugust 17, 2023


	Tricentis expands its mobile testing portfolio with release of Tricentis Device CloudAugust 2, 2023








	
				Mobile Testing
			Mobile App Testing involves analyzing mobile apps for functionality, usability, visual appeal, and consistency across multiple mobile devices. It helps ensure an optimal user experience, irrespective of the device used to access the app.

Learn More



		









	API
		
			
				API
	Parasoft enhances its Continuous Quality Platform around API testing, virtualizationOctober 23, 2023


	SmartBear launches SwaggerHub Portal to promote API adoptionAugust 3, 2023


	Gravitee adds new API management tools in latest updateJuly 28, 2023


	Time to hide your APIFebruary 1, 2023


	Parasoft enhances API and UI testing with 2020.2 releaseOctober 6, 2020








	
				Sponsored by Parasoft
			Today’s distributed software environments incorporate a variety of APIs with every interface your software touches, from mobile to microservices. Each API has to be continuously tested and verified to ensure your software functions as it should. Parasoft’s API testing platform makes quick, efficient, and intelligent work of such requirements.

Learn More



		









	Performance
		
			
				Performance
	Split brings feature experimentation to Microsoft AzureNovember 1, 2023


	UserTesting adds feature that makes it easier to find users in niche audiences for user experience testingOctober 31, 2023


	Take advantage of AI-augmented software testingSeptember 21, 2023


	Accessibility testingSeptember 1, 2023


	Why I can never be a developer advocateJune 12, 2023








	
				Load & Performance Testing
			Ensure your application’s resilience, and make sure your software performs as expected under diverse operating conditions. (sponsored by Parasoft)

Learn More





 



		












	security
	DevSecOps
		
			
				DevSecOps
	JFrog announces partnership with AWS to streamline secure ML model deploymentJanuary 17, 2024


	Digital.ai to Launch Denali, Latest Version of its Open, AI-Powered DevSecOps Platform, to Accelerate Enterprise Software Delivery at ScaleOctober 25, 2023


	GitGuardian unveils “HasMySecretLeaked” to bring leak detection to DevOps pipelinesOctober 17, 2023


	CloudBees has a new DevSecOps platform specifically for platform engineeringSeptember 14, 2023


	Digital.ai updates platform to offer better predictive analyticsJuly 19, 2023








	
				A Guide to DevSecOps
			DevSecOps is the DevOps community’s approach to bringing security into the development lifecycle. Businesses want to deliver software, but cannot afford to release unreliable or insecure applications— therefore security needs to be baked in much sooner than it has traditionally been.

Learn More



		









	Enterprise Security
		
			
				Enterprise Security
	Google Safe Browsing now performs real-time checks in privacy-preserving mannerMarch 15, 2024


	New Relic adds proof-of-exploit reporting to its IAST toolMarch 13, 2024


	Biden-Harris Administration to require secure software development attestation form for government softwareMarch 12, 2024


	WSO2 updates Identity Server with a new API that allows for browser-less authenticationMarch 5, 2024


	Report: Security suffering due to a “zombie code” apocalypseFebruary 27, 2024








	
				A Guide to Security
			Securing an application is just as important as building it in the first place. As data becomes more valuable, there are more people who want to steal it and use it for their own personal gain. Making sure applications are indeed secure has always been a challenge, as hackers try to stay one step ahead of defenders.

Learn More



		









	Supply Chain Security
		
			
				Supply Chain Security
	Tidelift introduces new intelligence capabilities for minimizing open-source riskOctober 11, 2023


	Sonatype shines light on current state of supply chain security in latest reportOctober 5, 2023


	CISA releases roadmap for securing open-source softwareSeptember 12, 2023


	NIST publishes new draft framework for integrating supply chain security into CI/CD pipelinesSeptember 11, 2023


	CNCF’s Notary and Notation projects get major updateAugust 28, 2023








	
				Supply Chain Security
			In 2023, there was an 18% decline in the number of open-source projects that are considered to be “actively maintained.” This is according to Sonatype’s Annual State of the Software Supply Chain Report.

Learn More



		












	Teams & Culture
	Dev Manager
		
			
				Dev Manager
	SD Times Open-Source Project of the Week: GuacMarch 15, 2024


	CircleCI enables automated rollbacks in latest offering: CircleCI releasesMarch 14, 2024


	DBOS announces FaaS platform DBOS Cloud and $8.5 million in seed fundingMarch 12, 2024


	Prismatic adds code-native integrations to its low-code platformMarch 11, 2024


	Android Studio Iguana features better insights for debugging Android appsMarch 1, 2024








	
				Dev Managers Content
			Development Managers need a different type of content than developers… They need to know what platforms, tools, trends, and issues they should be thinking about. SD Times delivers those unique topics here

Learn More



		









	Agile
		
			
				Agile
	Report: Small businesses are seeing greatest benefits from AgileJanuary 16, 2024


	Mastering Project Estimation: A Complete GuideDecember 8, 2023


	Advanced AI assistant Planview Copilot launchedSeptember 12, 2023


	Flow metrics in SAFe 6 help with value realization and deliveryAugust 23, 2023


	Tools are now critical to implementing Agile successfullyMay 18, 2023








	
				A Guide To Agile
			Agile software development has been around since the 1990s, but didn’t get the name until the famous meeting of 17 renowned software development thought leaders at Snowbird, Utah resulted in an Agile Manifesto. The idea behind Agile software development is to reduce time to market by enabling faster iterations of smaller segments of software.

Learn More



		









	Value Stream
		
			
				Value Stream
	Data integration and alignment will dictate generative AI’s impact on digital transformationMarch 6, 2024


	Broadcom survey finds increase in VSM adoptionJanuary 29, 2024


	Allstacks releases new tool for tracking R&D cost capitalizationJanuary 23, 2024


	Report: Value stream implementations not leading to the results businesses wantJanuary 5, 2024


	Planview delivers the convergence of portfolio management, Agile planning, and value stream managementJuly 25, 2023








	
				A Guide To Value Stream
			Value stream management involves people in the organization to examine workflows and other processes to ensure they are deriving the maximum value from their efforts while eliminating waste — of resources, time and assets. It is the practice that truly brings the business side and IT side together as partners in creating value for the organization.

Learn More



		









	Productivity
		
			
				Productivity
	SD Times Open-Source Project of the Week: Developer Productivity and Happiness FrameworkJanuary 5, 2024


	Report: 7 qualities of highly effective teamsDecember 12, 2023


	Uno Platform 5.0 promises “5X productivity” improvementNovember 2, 2023


	Common mistakes made by engineering managers that hurt productivityNovember 2, 2023


	New Planview Roadmaps combines strategy, team plans, and execution into single viewOctober 25, 2023








	
				A Guide To Productivity
			Learn More



		









	DevOps
		
			
				DevOps
	Analyst View: What’s new, what’s now, and what’s next in platform engineeringMarch 4, 2024


	Exploratory Testing for UATFebruary 2, 2024


	Red Hat Developer Hub brings together many aspects of development into a single platformJanuary 16, 2024


	The pitfalls of product roadmapsJanuary 4, 2024


	Copado is bringing generative AI to DevOps with beta for CopadoGPTDecember 13, 2023








	
				DevOps Content
			DevOps is a methodology in the software development and IT industry. Used as a set of practices and tools, DevOps integrates and automates the work of software development and IT operations as a means for improving and shortening the systems development life cycle.

Learn More



		












	Development & Architecture
	Microservices
		
			
				Microservices
	KubeMQ updates its Dashboard  to become a complete command center for managing microservicesJune 21, 2023


	Jakarta EE 10 released with microservices capabilitiesSeptember 22, 2022


	SD Times Open-Source Project of the Week: LuosSeptember 16, 2022


	Continuous test data management for microservices, Part 2: Key stepsJune 14, 2022


	Continuous test data management for microservices, Part 1: Key approachesJune 6, 2022








	
				A Guide to MicroServices
			Microservices define the latest iteration of a service-oriented architecture, under which applications are not written as a monolith but are built by joining discreet components — bits of functionality, called services — via application programming interfaces (APIs).

Learn More



		









	AI
		
			
				AI
	NVIDIA GTC kicks off with announcement of new Blackwell GPUs for AI usesMarch 18, 2024


	Clarifai creates new alliance for AI developers and organizationsMarch 14, 2024


	EU passes AI Act, a comprehensive risk-based approach to AI regulationMarch 13, 2024


	Copado releases new automated testing solution for Salesforce usersMarch 6, 2024


	Data integration and alignment will dictate generative AI’s impact on digital transformationMarch 6, 2024








	
				AI and Software Development
			AI, or artificial intelligence, is technology that attempts to simulate human cognitive function. AI has made its way into the software development space in a number of ways. Visit the AI article list to expand your AI knowledge.

Learn More



		









	platform engineering
	Value Stream Management
		
			
				Value Stream Management
	Broadcom’s ‘Three Pillars’ of value stream managementMarch 4, 2024


	Broadcom survey finds increase in VSM adoptionJanuary 29, 2024


	Advanced AI assistant Planview Copilot launchedSeptember 12, 2023


	Value stream management: The time is nowAugust 2, 2023


	Tools are now critical to implementing Agile successfullyMay 18, 2023








	
				A Guide To Value Stream
			Value stream management involves people in the organization to examine workflows and other processes to ensure they are deriving the maximum value from their efforts while eliminating waste — of resources, time and assets. It is the practice that truly brings the business side and IT side together as partners in creating value for the organization.

Learn More
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	__atuvc	1 year 1 month	AddThis sets this cookie to ensure that the updated count is seen when one shares a page and returns to it, before the share count cache is updated.
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